Class of 1946

CLASS PARTICIPATION RATE: 40%
TOTAL GIVING: $6,021

Donor counts include gifts received and processed in fiscal year 2015. For more information or to make your gift, please contact the Holy Cross Fund at 877-433-1843 or 508-793-2421 or visit www.holycross.edu/give

- James N. Barrett, Jr.
- Arthur J. Bruno
  - James F. Coburn, Jr. †
  - Carl J. Costanzo †
- James C. Ferrucci
- Edward J. Hedbawny
- Francis C. Kearney, Jr.
- Joseph W. Kelley
- Richard S. Kelley
- George P. Khouri †
  - John E. Lawlor †
- William M. Macdonald
- Clifford J. McCormick, Jr.
- Joseph V. McDonald
  - Francis X. Miller †
  - Robert J. Molloy †
  - Angelo J. Picone †
- Edward M. Powers
- Angelo G. Santaniello †
- Francis R. Schwartz
- Edward G. Sippel
  - Thomas H. Smith †
- Stanley A. Spring
- Robert B. Thomas
  - Lawrence H. Wagner †
  - David P. Welch †
- George E. Young, Sr.

Bold indicates President's Council
Italic indicates 1843 Society
 Indicates Linden Lane Society (at least 5 years consecutive giving)
* Indicates at least 3 years consecutive giving
† indicates Deceased